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1.  Opening  
 
Chair Karau opened Meeting 825 of the Domestic Names Committee (DNC) at 9:30 a.m.  The 
meeting was held virtually, due to ongoing concerns regarding the COVID-19 pandemic.  He 
invited the members to review the reports that were distributed previously and to email any 
questions or comments to the staff.   
 
2.  Minutes of Meeting 824 
 
The minutes of Meeting 824, held 13 May 2020, were approved by affirmation. 
 
3.  Reports 
 
[The following reports were distributed by email prior to the meeting.] 
 
3.1  BGN Chairman (Wallace) 
 
Wallace thanked members and staff for their edits and contributions to the “BGN Welcome 
Packet”; see Special Committee on Communications report below.   
 
The Foreign Names Committee (FNC) met virtually on Tuesday, 9 June.  Allsup was elected as the 
new FNC chair.  Wallace thanked Leo Dillon, outgoing FNC Chair, for all his work leading the 
FNC for the past several years.  For the first time, a member of the Permanent Committee on 
Geographical Names for British Official Use (PCGN) was able to join the FNC meeting by 
teleconference. 
 
The Advisory Committee on Undersea Features will meet on Tuesday, 30 June.   
 
3.2  BGN Executive Secretary (Palmer and Guempel) 
 
Palmer and Guempel had no items to report. 
 
Flora asked about the status of the BGN member appointment letters.  There have been no updates 
since the May DNC meeting, but Runyon offered to make some inquiries.  
 
3.3  Special Committee on Communications (Forrest) 
 
The “Welcome to the U.S. Board on Geographic Names” packet, which will provide an overview 
of the BGN and the roles and responsibilities of members and deputy members, is nearing 
completion.  Lyon and Forrest are leading the effort.  Wallace drafted an introductory letter that 
includes a list of internet resources.  The welcome packet will also include historical and 
organizational documents.  Lyon will schedule a meeting later this month to review the status.  
Any members who wish to participate are asked to contact Lyon.  
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Lyon continues to review and update the BGN informational brochures.  
 
Forrest continues to prepare the BGN Fiscal Year 2020 Annual Report to the Secretary of the 
Interior.  She asked for reports from BGN committees, noting significant highlights, decisions, 
activities, events, and membership for FY20.  
 
3.4  Executive Secretary (Guempel) 
 
Guempel did not have a formal report but announced that the BGN may be able to acquire its own 
dedicated website (i.e. bgn.gov), which would not be associated with the USGS website and 
header.  Some of the content, such as GNIS, would continue to be maintained by USGS. 
 
He thanked everyone for helping these virtual meetings to go smoothly. 
 
3.5  Staff (Runyon) 
 
Runyon gave a presentation on the BGN and DNC during the USGS Office of Tribal Relations 
FY20 Face-to-Face Meeting on 20 May.  She focused on Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names and 
communication with Tribes.  Hammond noted that the presentation was well-received.  
 
Staff has received several new proposals, including six to change names that include a word that 
the proponent believes is offensive.  Staff has also responded to inquiries about the BGN naming 
and renaming processes, the history and origin of some names, and the status of pending proposals. 
 
A proposal was submitted to change the official name State of Rhode Island and Providence 
Plantations to State of Rhode Island, citing an objection to “Plantations” in the name as a reference 
to slavery in the early history of the colony.  Runyon responded that the BGN does not have 
purview over the names of States.  In 2010, 78% of Rhode Island voters opposed a referendum on 
changing the State’s name.  Runyon provided an overview of the BGN’s involvement in the name 
and why the names of U.S. States and Territories were made official by the BGN in 1931 (the 
official short form) and again in 1954 (the official long form), and why these decisions were 
vacated in 1965.  (Names with vacated decisions are still just as official for Federal use but are 
simply no longer subject to BGN approval.)  GNIS displays the full legal name as enacted by 
Federal or State law, with the short form as a variant.  Although the BGN’s policy on variant 
names states that no variant can be labeled on Federal maps unless it is shown in parentheses 
following the one official name, an exception is made for the legally established names of civil 
entities such as States, counties, cities, and towns.   
 
Following the resolution in May of the status of the Lake Calhoun to Bde Maka Ska name change, 
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, which serves as the State Names Authority, has 
received permission to recommence reviewing geographic name proposals.  There are eight cases 
pending. 
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Staff continues to discuss the workflow for processing geographic names for Antarctic features.  
On 15 May 2020, staff spoke with a representative of the Polar Geospatial Center (PGC) at the 
University of Minnesota about their project to update the precision of coordinates of over 9,000 
Antarctic features in GNIS.   
 
Runyon responded to a Washington Post inquiry about the GNIS entry for the park north of the 
White House; she informed the reporter that the official name is Lafayette Square, rather than 
Lafayette Park; the latter name appeared on older USGS topographic maps. 
 
3.6  GNIS and Data Compilation Program (McCormick) 
 
The USGS National Geospatial Program (NGP) Data Product Review Board (DPRB) approved the 
proposal to remove administrative features from GNIS.  GNIS staff is analyzing the content of 
some of the categories, most notably the “locale” feature class, to facilitate the identification and 
possible reclassification of data.  McCormick will provide an outline of the steps involved in 
removing features, along with an expected timeline.  Coordination with other NGP databases and 
processes will be necessary.  GNIS users will be notified well in advance of the planned 
implementation date. 
 
Flora inquired whether the removal of administrative features would impact features in the Census, 
Civil, and Populated Place feature classes.  McCormick replied that under a BGN-Census Bureau 
Memorandum of Understanding, Census and Civil (incorporated populated places) features would 
be kept in place, while the BGN will continue to have purview over the names of unincorporated 
Populated Places, and as such, these will remain in the database.  
 
GNIS staff is also working on cleaning up data queues ahead of the conversion of GNIS from 
Oracle to PostgreSQL.  The conversion will be implemented as part of a public release of new 
applications and functions, which is expected to happen no later than September 2021. 
 
McCormick continues to work with developers on new processes to create GNIS data deliverables, 
and GNIS staff is testing new versions of the Names tool as new releases are sent for review. 
 
The 2019 American Indian-Alaska Native-Native Hawaiian (AIANNH) dataset has been loaded 
into The National Map’s National Boundaries database and matched with GNIS. 
 
Staff continues to update Census records in GNIS as they are received from the Census Bureau.  
These updates are primarily to add new records to GNIS to facilitate 2020 Census data analysis. 
 
Guempel and McCormick are investigating the possibility of moving the BGN website from the 
USGS web portal to one managed by the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC).  All 
USGS websites, including the BGN’s, are required to comply with specific branding and structure, 
and as such, there has long been a misconception that the BGN is “the USGS Names Board.”  As 
part of the effort, the BGN can apply for its own URL and will once again be able to display its 
logo.  The GNIS database will continue to be supported by USGS, just as the National Geospatial-
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Intelligence Agency manages the Foreign Names Committee’s GEOnet Names Server.  
Discussions are ongoing to determine if the move is possible and potential impacts. 
 
4.  Docket  
 
Please refer to the attached Docket for a description of each proposal.  For new names approved at 
this meeting, the newly assigned GNIS Feature ID (FID) has been noted following the name.   
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all interested 

parties  
 
Change Saginaw Creek (FID 1414402) to Skanax̱héen Creek, Alaska (Tongass National Forest) 
(Review List 438) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.  
 
 Vote:   17  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Change Mud Pond (FID 1182021) to Stevens Lake, Pennsylvania (Not Review Listed) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.  Members questioned the lack of local 
response given the local use of the proposed name.  Staff clarified that they informed the township 
and county governments that the BGN would presume their support for the change unless they 
reported any objections. 
  
 Vote:   17  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Change Negro Point (FID 1478042) to Freedom Point, Virginia (Review List 437) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the change.   
 
 Vote:   17  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
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II.  Disagreement on Docketed Names  
 
Change Chinaman Lagoon (FID 1418423) to Aurora Lagoon, Alaska (Alaska Peninsula 
National Wildlife Refuge / National Marine Fisheries Service Steller Sea Lion Protection Areas) 
(Review List 437) 
 
A motion was made and seconded not to approve the change, citing local and State opposition.   
 
 Vote:   14  in favor 
                2  against 
                1  abstention 
 
Members stated that they would be in favor of changing the name to one that had local support and 
with the input of local Alaska Native groups.   
 
Chippys Channel, North Carolina (Review List 433) 
 
A motion was made and seconded not to approve the name, citing a lack of local and State support. 
 
 Vote:   17  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
Coombs Pond, New York (Review List 437) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to defer a decision until the New York State Names Committee 
can provide a recommendation. 
 
 Vote:   17  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
III. New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Pollock Cove, Maine (Review List 438) (FID 2812909) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name.  Staff was asked to clarify the extent of the 
feature, as well as the use of the generic term “Cove”, which is classified in GNIS as “bay.”    
 
 Vote:   17  in favor 
                0  against 
                0  abstentions 
 
IV. Revised Decisions - none 
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V.  New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 
Rumrunner Rock, Massachusetts (Review List 437) (FID 2812908) 
 
A motion was made and seconded to approve the name.   
 
 Vote:   15  in favor 
                1  against 
                1  abstention 
 
The vote against the motion was cast because the rumrunners were presumably breaking Federal 
statutes under the 18th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 
 
5.  Other Business 
 
Kanalley reminded members that the Special Committee on Tribal Geographic Names would meet 
directly following the DNC meeting.   
 
6.  Closing 
 
The meeting adjourned at 10:32 a.m.   
 
The next Domestic Names Committee meeting is scheduled to be held 9 July 2020, at 9:30 a.m., at 
the Department of the Interior, Kiowa Room.  (The meeting may be held virtually.) 
 
       (signed)    
       
       _____________________________________ 
       Glenn Guempel, Executive Secretary [Acting] 

Domestic Names Committee 
 
         
APPROVED 
(signed) Michael Karau 
 
_______________________ 
Michael Karau, Chair 
Domestic Names Committee 
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U.S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES 
DOMESTIC NAMES COMMITTEE 

DOCKET 
June 2020 

 
Unless otherwise specified, in accordance with the BGN’s Policy X:  Tribal Geographic Names, a 
link to the Quarterly Review List containing each proposal was sent to all federally recognized 
Tribes, and to Tribal Historic Preservation Officers for which an email address was available.  The 
Tribal authorities were given 60 days to comment on any proposal.  If no response(s) were 
received regarding a proposal, it is presumed to indicate a lack of opinion. 
 
I. Staff-Processed New Names, and Name and Application Changes agreed to by all 
interested Parties 
 

Change Saginaw Creek (FID 1414402) to Skanax̱héen Creek, Alaska 
(Tongass National Forest) 

 (Review List 438) 
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8427778&p_longi=-
134.1541667&fid=1414402 
 

 
* Contacted or received by Alaska Board on Geographic Names (AK BGN) 
 
This proposal is to change the name of Saginaw Creek, a 4.9-mile-long tributary of Skanáx̱ Bay on 
Kuiu Island, to Skanax̲héen Creek.  The stream is located within the Prince of Wales-Hyder 
Census Area and Tongass National Forest.   
 
The proposal was submitted by the Organized Village of Kake following the BGN’s 2019 approval 
of a proposal to change the name of Saginaw Bay to Skanáx̱ Bay.  (Note:  in both names, the x̱ is 
written with a bar below the letter.)   
 
The proponent, who serves as the Community Economic Development Specialist for the Village of 
Kake, reports that the name Skanax̲héen Creek is the traditional Tlingit name for the stream.  In 
Tlingit, “héen” means stream or river.  He adds, “Skanáx̲ translates to ‘noisy beach’ and the 
original people who lived there were called Skanáx̲.eidí.”  The meaning comes from a Tlingit story 
about Raven, which is recorded in the 1909 Tlingit Myths and Texts:  “Coming to a large bay, 

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government N/A
State Names Authority Alaska X
Federal Agency USFS X

NOAA X
Tribes X
Other Organized Village of Kake* X

Sealaska Corporation* X
Kake Tribal Corporation* X
Central Council of the Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes* X

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8427778&p_longi=-134.1541667&fid=1414402
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=56.8427778&p_longi=-134.1541667&fid=1414402
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Raven talked to it in order to make it into [make it just like the] Nass [River]. . . but, when the tide 
was out great numbers of clams on the flats made so much noise shooting up at him that his voice 
was drowned, and he could not succeed.  He tried to put all kinds of berries there but in vain.  
After many attempts, he gave it up and went away saying, ‘I tried to make you into Nass, but you 
would not let me.’  So you can be called Skana’x [Skanáx].”  A 2019 paper titled “Raven’s Work 
in Tlingit Ethno-geography” contains the following statement:  “[Raven’s] human descendants still 
. . . collect intertidal resources at Skanáx (Noisy Beach, in Saginaw Bay, where Raven found the 
squirting bivalves cacophonous. . . .”   
 
The current name references the U.S.S. Saginaw, which in February 1869 shelled and destroyed 
several Kake villages and campsites.  No direct deaths from the shelling were recorded (although 
oral Kake history records the death of one elderly woman who stayed in the village on the bay), 
but the loss of food and shelter led to many deaths during that winter.  Survivors were forced to 
join other communities, and many settled in the area of present-day Kake.  The proposal states that 
the name Saginaw Creek “is seen as similarly offensive in nature” to the former name Saginaw 
Bay and quotes the 2012 book Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our grandparents’ names on the 
land:  “This horrific incident (a reprisal for the murder of a white man) invests the English name 
for the bay with distinctly negative connotations for Kake Tlingits, and some would like to see it 
officially changed back to its original Tlingit name.” 
 
The accented syllable differs between the proposed name Skanax̲héen Creek and Skanáx̱ Bay due 
to Tlingit pronunciation rules.  The 2018 volume Sneaky Sounds:  A Non-Threatening Introduction 
to Tlingit Sounds and Spelling, published by Sealaska Heritage, describes “stolen stress” or “stolen 
tone” in Tlingit compound words:  “For many speakers of Tlingit, in a compound noun formed by 
a sequence of two nouns with long, high vowels, the tone is ‘stolen’ from the first word.”  The 
stressed “á” in “Skanáx̱” representing the long, high “a” sound is dropped due to the stressed “é” in 
“héen” representing the long, high “e” sound. 
 
For more details on the history of the “Saginaw” name, see the Skanáx̱ Bay proposal on BGN 
Review List 437. 
 
The name Saginaw Creek has been labeled on USGS topographic maps since 1948 and on Coast 
Survey nautical charts since 1976.  The aforementioned 2012 volume records the name as 
Skanax̲héen with a translation of “Skanáx̱ Creek.”  Skanax̲héen is recorded as a variant name in 
GNIS. 
 
An U.S. Forest Service (USFS) document published in 2007 and updated in 2012 titled “Saginaw 
Creek Watershed Restoration Plan” used the name Saginaw Creek in addition to “West Fork of 
Saginaw Creek,” “West Fork Saginaw Creek,” and “West Fork Saginaw” for the upper portion of 
the stream (the names “South Fork of Saginaw Creek,” “South Fork Saginaw Creek,” and “South 
Fork Saginaw” were used for an unnamed tributary of Saginaw Creek).  The 2007 USFS “Kuiu 
Timber Sale Area Final Environmental Impact Statement” also used Saginaw Creek in addition to 
“West Fork of Saginaw Creek,” “West Fork Saginaw Creek.”  (Instead of “South Fork”, this 
document used the names “East Fork of Saginaw Creek” and “East Fork Saginaw Creek” for the 
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unnamed tributary).  More recent USFS documents and notices in the Petersburg Pilot referred to 
the “South Fork Saginaw Creek Restoration Project.”  The BGN staff asked the USFS to clarify 
use of these names.  Tongass National Forest hydrologists who authored the 2007 document 
reported “From a working perspective, myself and others have found it convenient to refer to the 
various stream reaches as the West Fork, South Fork, and downstream of the junction of these two, 
the Mainstem.”  The Regional USFS geographic names coordinator wrote “While it’s possible that 
the USFS may reference the south fork of the stream in future documents, if this happens it would 
be rare.  I do not think this would be an issue if there is no official name for the south fork, these 
streams are very small/short in a remote and relatively inaccessible location so the need/demand 
for detailed names is low” and is recommending that the BGN only address the proposed name 
change from Saginaw Creek to Skanax̲héen Creek. 
 

Change Mud Pond (FID 1182021) to Stevens Lake, Pennsylvania 
(Not Review Listed) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=41.6036828&p_longi=-
75.9466719&fid=1182021 
 

 
 
This proposal is to change the name of Mud Pond, a reservoir in Lemon Township in Wyoming 
County, to Stevens Lake to conform with local and State use. 
 
GNIS staff received an inquiry from National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) staff asking to confirm 
the location of Mud Pond (FID 1182021), which was shown on USGS maps between 1946 and 
2001.  A second GNIS record for the same body of water was entered as Fish Pond Dam (FID 
1195694), which NHD has used since 2010.  The name Stevens Lake is recorded as a variant for 
Mud Pond, and both Stevens Lake and Fish Pond Dam were collected from the same U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers list of dams and reservoirs compiled in the late 1970s and early 1980s.  The 
name of the dam is recorded in GNIS as Stevens Lake Dam. 
 
The Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission lists Stevens Lake as the reservoir’s name and notes 
that it was previously called Mud Pond.  No details could be found as to when the change was 
made.  A 1980 National Weather Service document referred to the reservoir as Stevens Lake.  
 
The name appears to commemorate Mr. and Mrs. Nat Stevens, Sr. who started the Lakewood Club 
on the reservoir in the 1930s. 
 

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Lemon Township Supervisors X

Wyoming County Commissioners X
State Names Authority Pennsylvania X
Federal Agency N/A
Tribes N/A
Other N/A

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=41.6036828&p_longi=-75.9466719&fid=1182021
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=41.6036828&p_longi=-75.9466719&fid=1182021
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BGN staff notified the Lemon Township Supervisors and the Wyoming County Commissioners 
that because the proposal is already in predominant published use, the BGN would presume that 
they endorse an official change to Stevens Lake unless they had any objections.  No responses 
were received.  
 

Change Negro Point (FID 1478042) to Freedom Point, Virginia 
(Review List 437) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=38.2475213&p_longi=-
76.9708031&fid=1478042 
 

 
* Contacted or received by Virginia Board on Geographic Names (VBGN) 
 
This proposal is to change the name of Negro Point in Westmoreland County to Freedom Point.  
The small cape is located near the Town of Colonial Beach at the mouth of Monroe Creek on 
Monroe Bay, a bay of the Potomac River.  The proponent believes the current name is “an 
unnecessary holdover of a slave-holding history.  These names are disrespectful to the diverse 
population of today’s Virginia.” 
 
The name Negro Point has been shown on USGS maps since 2011 and NOAA charts since 1964.  
A 1930 USGS advance copy map, NOAA charts in 1902 and 1962, and Army Map Service maps 
published in 1943 and 1953 all used the pejorative form of the name.   
 
No information regarding the origin of the current name could be found.  Westmoreland County, 
along with much of the Northern Neck, was a prominent location for the import of enslaved 
African peoples into the Virginia colony beginning in the 17th century.  There is another cape 
named Negro Point a few miles to the southeast, also on an inlet of the Potomac River and in 
Westmoreland County; no proposal has been received to change this name. 
  

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Westmoreland County Board of Supervisors* X
State Names Authority Virginia X
Federal Agency NOAA X
Tribes X
Other Northern Neck of Virginia Historical Society* X

Colonial Beach Town Council* X
Colonial Beach Historical Society* X
Museum at Colonial Beach* X

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=38.2475213&p_longi=-76.9708031&fid=1478042
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=38.2475213&p_longi=-76.9708031&fid=1478042
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II. Disagreement on Docketed Names 
 

Change Chinaman Lagoon (FID 1418423) to Aurora Lagoon, Alaska 
 (Alaska Peninsula National Wildlife Refuge /  

National Marine Fisheries Service Steller Sea Lion Protection Areas) 
(Review List 437) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=55.5241667&p_longi=-
161.6958333&fid=1418423 
 

 
* Contacted or received by Alaska Board on Geographic Names (AK BGN) 
 
This proposal is to change the name of Chinaman Lagoon, a bay in Aleutians East Borough, to 
Aurora Lagoon.  The proponent, a resident of the Anchorage area, states that the proposed name 
“signifies Alaska” and she “does not want a racist slur as a descriptive characteristic attached to 
[their] state.”  She states the name refers to “the northern lights (aurora borealis) which can be seen 
in Alaska.”  The bay is a small bay along the western shore of Pavlof Bay, west of Ivan Island, and 
within the Alaska Peninsula National Wildlife Refuge, the National Marine Fisheries Service 
Steller Sea Lion Protection Areas, and an Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) Marine 
Protected Area. 
 
The origin of the current name is unknown.  The History and Ethnohistory of the Aleutians East 
Borough (1999) described an account by area residents recorded in 1933 that Tom Williams, a 
local sea otter trapper who died in 1901 near Belkofski, “associated with a Chinese man, who had 
a camp near Chinaman’s Lagoon.  When the man disappeared, Williams was seen wearing the 
man’s boots [and Williams] was shunned as a murderer. . . .”  
 
The name Chinaman Lagoon has been shown on USGS maps since 1953 and is listed in the Office 
of Coast Survey’s 1940 Geographic Names in the Coastal Areas of Alaska.  According to Orth’s 
1967 Dictionary of Alaska Place Names, the name was reported in local use by the USGS in 1929.  
The first published use of the name was in a 1929 National Geographic article, where it appears on 

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Aleutians East Borough Assembly* X
State Names Authority Alaska X
Federal Agency USFWS X

NOAA X
Tribes X
Other Alaska Department of Fish and Game* X

Qagan Tayagungin Tribe of Sand Point Village* X
Pauloff Harbor Village* X
King Cove City Council* X
Sand Point City Council* X
Native Village of Belkofski* X
Agdaagux Tribe of King Cove* X
The King Cove Corporation* X
Shumagin Corporation* X

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=55.5241667&p_longi=-161.6958333&fid=1418423
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesrimap?p_lat=55.5241667&p_longi=-161.6958333&fid=1418423
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a map and in a photo caption.  Documents published by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game since the 1970s refer to Chinaman Lagoon or Chinaman’s 
Lagoon. 
 
Chinaman Lagoon is at a latitude that experiences auroras only during moderate to extreme 
geomagnetic storms, which have an average frequency of 600 to 1,700 events per 11-year solar 
cycle. 
The Alaska Board on Geographic Names (AK BGN) contacted the following organizations for 
comment:  the King Cove City Council, the Sand Point City Council, the King Cove Corporation, 
the Shumagin Corporation, the ADF&G, and the following federally recognized Tribes:  the Qagan 
Tayagungin Tribe of Sand Point, the Pauloff Harbor Village, the Native Village of Belkofski, and 
the Agdaagux Tribe of King Cove.  Replies were received from the Commissioner of the ADF&G, 
the President of the Qagan Tayagungin Tribe of Sand Point, and the President of Pauloff Harbor 
Village. 
 
The Commissioner of the ADF&G replied to the AK BGN:  

My thoughts are that someone finding a name ‘offensive’ is subjective and it is even more 
so when the offended party has no ties to the ‘offensively’ named location (see: The 
proposer has not visited the place).  As a Department we are neutral due to subjectivity.  
We suggest you converse with the local population in the area.  The local population of 
nearby Squaw Harbor may find the proposed name change and removal of local historic 
recognition more offensive than the current name. 

 
The President of the Qagan Tayagungin Tribe of Sand Point informed the AK BGN: 

While we don't necessarily disagree with renaming Chinaman Lagoon, we do disagree with 
the proposed name.  Aurora Lagoon is a stereotypical and romanticized name which 
doesn’t reflect the region [in] which this lagoon is located, or the people who live here.  
Being located on the south side of the Alaska Peninsula, we rarely even see the Auroras.  In 
reviewing the Alaska Historical Commission’s Guidelines for proposing an official name 
for a geographic feature, evidence of local support was not obtained by the proposer prior 
to submitting the proposed name change.  The proposed name does not refer to a name that 
has evolved over a period of years and is called by the area as a whole.  This lagoon has 
never been referred to by the proposed name, it is not a name that is commonly used, or 
linguistically appropriate to the area as the native people in the region were never 
consulted.  We hope the Alaska Historical Commission will reject this proposed change, 
and [defer] this back to the people of the region to identify a name which is more 
appropriate to the region and people who live here. 

 
The President of Pauloff Harbor Village informed the AK BGN that they oppose the proposal 
because the current name “is part of the history of the region.” 
 
The AK BGN recommends that the proposal not be approved, citing local opposition and 
suggested that the proponent “should consult with local tribes about an appropriate name.”  The 
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National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration also does not support the proposal due 
to local opposition. 
 

Chippys Channel, North Carolina 
(Review List 433) 

Mouth: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=36.293886&p_longi=-
75.808139 
Source: https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=36.294526&p_longi=-
75.805105 
 

 
 
The new name Chippys Channel is proposed for a 0.2-mile-long tributary of Ware Creek in 
Currituck County.  The name would commemorate the proponent’s uncle George L. “Chip” 
Griesbauer (1944-2011), a native of Maryland and businessman who owned a vacation home in the 
Currituck Club community close to the stream.  According to the proponent, Mr. Griesbauer would 
help maintain the stream.  In addition, the family would watch the sunset from the bridge over the 
stream, and following his uncle’s death, the family has continued to gather at the house annually to 
remember him. 
 
The Currituck County Board of Commissioners stated that they did not wish to issue a formal 
opinion but would support the recommendation of the Currituck Club community.  The 
commissioners also reported that some area residents considered the stream to be part of “Weir 
Creek [sic].”  Ware Creek is a tidal stream into which the unnamed stream flows and as such is a 
separate feature.  The 1985 volume Place Names of the Outer Banks by Roger Payne states that 
Ware Creek is “probably a misspelling of weir.”  The manager of Currituck Club does not support 
the proposal, citing a lack of evidence that the intended honoree made a significant contribution to 
the feature or the community, nor any longstanding legacy, and that any one of the 600-plus 
members of the community could be considered equally worthy of the honor.  
 
The North Carolina Board on Geographic Names also does not recommend approval, stating “the 
channel appears to be an artificial tidal creek and part of Weir (Ware) Creek.”  They also 
questioned if the stream met “the legal line of Waters in the U.S.” and stated that the stream seems 
to be draining a golf pond.  
 
 
 
 

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Currituck County Board of Commissioners X
State Names Authority North Carolina X
Federal Agency NOAA X

USFWS X
Tribes X
Other Currituck Club Property Owners Association X

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=36.293886&p_longi=-75.808139
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=36.293886&p_longi=-75.808139
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=36.294526&p_longi=-75.805105
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=36.294526&p_longi=-75.805105
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Coombs Pond, New York 
(Review List 437) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.164797&p_longi=-77.727257 
 

 
 
This proposal is to apply the new commemorative name Coombs Pond to a one-acre reservoir in 
Greenwood Township in Steuben County.  The name would honor Van William Coombs (1900-
1986) and his wife Mildred (1902-1992), who lived and farmed on the property in the 1920s and 
1930s.  A native of Allegany County, New York, Mr. Coombs and his wife inherited the property 
that includes the pond from her family, who had owned it for almost 100 years.  Mildred was also 
employed as a teacher at a one-room schoolhouse that bordered the farm.  Unable to maintain the 
farm during the Great Depression, the Coombs moved to Addison, where Van was employed by 
Dresser Rand. 
 
The Greenwood Town Board asked the present-day landowner to comment on the proposal; he 
informed BGN staff that he was “adamantly opposed” to having any official name applied to the 
reservoir.  The New York State Names Committee has been unable to review geographic name 
proposals while members are working remotely during the COVID-19 pandemic.  Citing the delay, 
the committee has indicated they have no objection to the BGN proceeding with its decision. 
 
III. New Commemorative Names and Changes agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Pollock Cove, Maine 
(Review List 438) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=45.081064&p_longi=-67.108168 
 

 
 
The new commemorative name Pollock Cove is proposed for a small bay on the west side of the 
Saint Croix River in the Town of Robbinston in Washington County.  The land along the north 
shore of the bay is owned by the Maine Bureau of Parks and Lands. 

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Greenwood Town Board X

Steuben County Legislature X
State Names Authority New York X
Federal Agency N/A
Tribes X
Other landowner X

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Town of Robbinston Selectmen X

Washington County Commissioners X
State Names Authority Maine X
Federal Agency NOAA X
Tribes X
Other N/A

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.164797&p_longi=-77.727257
https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=45.081064&p_longi=-67.108168
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The name is proposed by a resident of land along the bay, who wishes to commemorate his wife 
Cindy Lou Pollock (1957-2009), who grew up along the bay.  According to her obituary, “Cindy 
was employed for over 30 years with Maine Indian Education as a fiscal director for Head Start.  
She was a Master Gardner and a member of the local gardening club that planted Meridian Park in 
Calais, and a member of the St. Croix Quilting Guild.  Cindy started the costume shop in Calais 
which she operated for many years, helped her husband start his plumbing business A&E 
Plumbing, and operated the J.C. Penney Catalog Store in Calais.”  The cove in question is located 
approximately 11 miles southeast of Calais.  
 
IV. Revised Decisions - none 
 
V. New Names agreed to by all interested parties 
 

Rumrunner Rock, Massachusetts 
(Review List 437) 

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.256514&p_longi=-70.792865 
 

 
 
This proposal is to apply the new name Rumrunner Rock to a small (200 ft. by 125 ft.) rock 
located just off the shore of the Town of Cohasset in Norfolk County.  According to the proponent, 
who has lived in the area since the 1940s, “The name is pretty and reflects Cohasset’s colorful 
seafaring history.”  She adds that other nearby rocks are smaller and less visible and yet have 
official names.  Burtram Pratt’s 1956 volume A Narrative History of Cohasset states, “During 
Prohibition, Cohasset seafarers made a profitable business smuggling alcohol.  The rum runners 
carried the contraband to hiding places in Cohasset . . . and beaches along Atlantic Avenue.”  An 
online blog entitled “Cohasset was a bootlegger haven,” states “These large vessels, averaging 
around 50 feet in length, carried contraband liquor from Canada and Mexico and were equipped 
with powerful engines to outrun the Coast Guard.”   
 
An individual who reports that his home is less than one-quarter mile from the shoreline notes that 
the rock is both “a navigational aid and navigational hazard [and] must be avoided at all tides.”  
Furthermore, “[M]any a keel has been scrapped during the passage.  In Cohasset, there are two 
groups of sailors; those who admit to hitting Rum Runner Rock [sic] and those who simply don’t 
admit it.”  He recommends approval of the proposal. 
 

Support Oppose
No

opinion
No

objection
No

response
Local government Town of Cohasset Board of Selectmen X

Norfolk County Commissioners X
State Names Authority Massachusetts X
Federal Agency NOAA X
Tribes X
Other local resident and historian X

https://geonames.usgs.gov/apex/gazvector.getesricoor?p_lat=42.256514&p_longi=-70.792865
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The proponent initially suggested the name should be spelled “Rum-runner” but later amended it 
to “Rumrunner” to recognize the more commonly used form. 


